ABSTRACT Most of us live our daily lives in various types of indoor environments. With the rapidly increasing air pollution and abnormal weather conditions occurring all over the world, the importance of indoor space is expected to increase in the future. As the importance of indoor spaces has increased, there have been extensive efforts to understand the indoor behavior patterns of individuals by collecting and analyzing their indoor positioning data. However, indiscriminate collection of indoor location information may raise significant privacy issues, because it is possible to infer sensitive information by analyzing their indoor location data. Thus, there is a need to develop a technology capable of: 1) collecting individuals' indoor positioning data while not violating privacy requirements and 2) analyzing their movement patterns, based on the indoor positioning data set collected in a privacy-preserving manner. Recently, there has been a growing interest in local difference privacy (LDP) that can protect individual privacy in the process of data collection. The main concept of LDP is adding carefully designed noise to sensitive data at the data contributor's side and directly sending the noisy data to a data collector, guaranteeing that the original data are not exposed to the outside. In this paper, we first develop a method to collect individuals' indoor positioning information by leveraging LDP, and then, we introduce an effective approach to compute top-k routes between two points in indoor environments by leveraging the indoor positioning data sets collected in an LDP manner. Experimental results show that the proposed approach well exploits the indoor positioning data collected in an LDP-compliant manner, and a good estimation of top-k routes can be achieved with the proposed method and a large data set.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, most of our daily lives are conducted in various types of indoor environments, such as home and office buildings, shopping malls, hospitals, etc. City residents currently spend over 80% of their daily lives in indoor spaces. Moreover, with the rapidly increasing air pollution and abnormal weather conditions occurring all over the world, the importance of indoor spaces, which provide a pleasant and well-maintained environment, will continue to increase. As the importance of indoor spaces has increased, the spaces are becoming larger in scale and more complex in functionality. Large-sized and complex indoor spaces are characterized by their ability to provide various services and facilities that customers need in one place. For example, modern shopping malls are changing into entertainment centers that can provide a variety of services (e.g., shopping, dining, galleries, movies).
Recently, owing to the increasing importance of indoor spaces and the development of internet of things (IoT) devices and infrastructures, technologies for providing various services, based on customers' locations in the indoor space, have been actively studied. One of the most representative location-based services in indoor spaces is to provide various services, such as directions, coupons, and advertisements to customers via smartphones, in which the current locations of customers are estimated based on signals received from beacons installed indoors. To realize various location-based services in indoor spaces, technologies capable of positioning and collecting customers' indoor positions using IoT technology and tracing customers' common route patterns based on the collected indoor positioning big data are indispensable. Thus, related technologies have been actively studied over the last decade [1] - [4] .
Indiscriminately collecting customer location information in indoor spaces may violate their privacy. That is, it is possible to infer customers' sensitive information, such as hospital visit records and movies of interest, by collecting and analyzing their movement in indoor spaces. Therefore, owing to privacy concerns, most customers are reluctant to provide their indoor positioning information to companies and organizations that desire to collect and analyze their indoor location data. For example, Nordstrom department stores in the United States tracks customers' movements and locations in their stores by using smartphone signals without the consent of their customers in order to better understand where customers move and loiter inside the store. This has developed into a significant social issue, because many consumers are uncomfortable with the fact that their personal location information is being collected without their consent. Therefore, privacy concerns are regarded the most critical issue in collecting customers' indoor positioning data, and thus understanding their indoor movements. Figure 1 illustrates the motivational scenario of this research, where a set of beacons are installed in points of interest in a large indoor shopping mall. Let us assume that a data analyst wants to collect and analyze customers' indoor position data to find popular customer routes with the aim of improving store location planning. For example, as shown in the figure, she/he is likely to issue top-k queries in order to find popular routes between two points of interest. However, due to privacy concerns, most customers are uncomfortable knowing that their indoor positioning information is tracked and collected. Thus, to support such data analyst's need, it is essential to develop methods capable of (1) collecting customers' indoor positioning information while preserving privacy and (2) analyzing their movement patterns based on the indoor positioning data collected in a privacy-preserving manner.
A. CONTRIBUTIONS
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in local difference privacy (LDP) [5] - [13] that can protect individual privacy in the process of data collection. The main concept of LDP is to add carefully designed noises to sensitive data at the data contributor's side and directly send the noisy data to a data collector. Unlike existing approaches [14] - [18] , which require a third-party trusted server, LDP has the advantage in that the data contributor's sensitive data is not exposed to the outside, because the user directly adds noise to the data, forcing noisy data to be sent to the data collector. Hence, in this paper, we leverage LDP to collect customers' indoor positioning data in a privacy-preserving manner.
In particular, our contributions can be summarized as follows: First, we develop a method to collect customers' indoor positioning information by leveraging LDP. Second, we introduce a novel approach to effectively compute top-k routes in indoor environments, based on the indoor positioning data sets collected in an LDP manner. Finally, with extensive experiments, we demonstrate that the proposed method is able to effectively estimate top-k routes in indoor environments in a privacy-preserving manner.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In the next section, we describe related work. Section III formalizes the problem. In Section IV, we provide background information. Section V presents the method of collecting customers' indoor positioning data in a privacy-preserving manner by leveraging LDP. Then, in Section VI, we present a novel approach to effectively compute top-k routes by leveraging the indoor positioning data collected in an LDP manner. In Section VII, we experimentally evaluate the proposed approach. Finally, in Section VIII, we conclude this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Recently, LDP has begun to attract attention as a promising way of guaranteeing individual privacy in the process of data collection. RAPPOR, which is one of the most representative data collection mechanisms based on LDA, was implemented in Google Chrome to collect user data, including their default homepage [6] . Fanti et al. [7] introduced a decoding algorithm for RAPPOR to estimate the joint distribution between two unknown variables and to learn the data dictionary of an unknown data contributor's strings. Apple has also leveraged LDP to collect user data, including new words, emojis, deeplinks, and lookup hints inside notes [11] . Recently, the differential privacy team in Apple introduced details of LDP deployment, which enabled the collection of large scale user data, including emojis, health data, and media playback preferences [13] . LDP can be used for diverse application domains to collect user data while preserving privacy. References [5] and [9] proposed a method for estimating heavy hitters over set-valued data. The proposed method in [9] consists of two phases: a candidate set selection phase that uses a portion of the privacy budget, and a refining phase that selects heavy hitters from the candidate set by leveraging the remaining privacy budget. Harmony, an advanced data analytics tool, based on LDP, supports the collection and analysis of user data in Samsung smartphones [8] . Kim et al. [12] presented a method to estimate the density of a specific location in an indoor space by leveraging LDP. The method in [12] is similar to the proposed approach in that it collects users' indoor position information. However, [12] focuses on the estimation of the density of the specific indoor location, while the proposed approach in this paper exploits LDP to compute the top-k routes in indoor environments.
There have been extensive studies in trajectory data analysis. Reference [19] and [20] presented a method to find the fastest or most customized route to a destination at a given departure time by collecting and analyzing a large number of taxi trajectory data set. Quercia et al. [21] presented a method to estimate the number of people in geographic locations in a privacy-preserving way. The approach in [21] is similar to LDP in that a randomized response algorithm is used to perturb the original user location data. However, [21] did not give any insight on the association of the proposed method with LDP. Reference [22] developed a technique to estimate the personal route of a user by using a probabilistic model, built from the collection and analysis of a trajectory data set. Reference [23] presented an efficient routing algorithm to support a carpooling service in an urban area characterized by heavy traffic.
Differential privacy can be used for spatial data sharing under the private spatial decomposition (PSD). PSD releases differentially private spatial histograms, obtained by first partitioning a spatial domain into several regions, and then by adding random noise to each region in a DP-compliant manner. PSD can be classified into two categories: dataindependent or data-dependent methods. In data-independent methods [24] , [25] , a spatial domain is partitioned into several regions without consideration of spatial data distribution, while in data-dependent methods [26] , [27] , spatial data distribution is used to find the optimal partition boundaries of a given spatial region.
With growing interest in using IoT technologies in various domains, there have been extensive studies in the area of IoT security and privacy. References [28] and [29] presented a method for efficiently and securely transmitting real-time video data, collected from sensor nodes, to users' devices in IoT network. Plageras et al. identified and analyzed security threats in monitoring systems for smart hospital buildings [30] . Secure algorithms for efficiently transferring a real-time HEVC stream through the Internet were proposed in [31] and [32] . A comprehensive survey of IoT and cloud computing with a focus on the security and privacy issues of both technologies was presented in [33] . A thorough survey related to the privacy and security challenges of smart cities was provided in [34] and [35] .
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we formally define the problem and introduce key terminology which we will rely on when describing the algorithms proposed in this paper. In this paper, we focus on finding the top-k routes between two points of interest (which is one of the most common tasks in realizing indoor location based applications) in a privacy-preserving manner. 
. In other words, this research focuses on finding k routes, which have the highest transition probability that customers currently located at i s are likely to move to i e , with indoor positioning data collected in an LDP manner.
IV. BACKGROUND A. LDP
Differential privacy, which guarantees that it is not possible to speculate with high confidence whether a particular individual participates in the query results, is originally designed for data-sharing scenarios [36] , [37] . On the other hand, LDP is proposed for data collection scenarios where data contributors are asked to report their local data to a data collector. Formally, a randomized algorithm A satisfies -differential privacy, if and only if for (1) all pairs of data contributor's data v i and v j , and (2) any output O of A, the following VOLUME 6, 2018 equation holds [6] :
The above equation implies that, regardless of the data that a data collector receives from a data contributor, the collector is not able to infer with high confidence whether the contributor has sent v i or v j . Here, parameter controls the level of privacy, where smaller values of enforce a stronger privacy guarantee, but introduce larger noises to the true result. Additionally, larger values of guarantee less noise added to the true result, while providing a weaker privacy guarantee. According to [9] , LDP follows the sequential composition property of differential privacy. That is, given an available privacy budget , the data contributor can partition it into w smaller privacy budgets, 1 , 2 , · · · , w , such that = w i=1 i and use each smaller privacy budget to report his/her local data to a data collector.
B. RANDOMIZED AGGREGABLE PRIVACY-PRESERVING ORDINAL RESPONSE (RAPPOR)
RAPPOR is the data collection mechanism based on LDA and is implemented in Google Chrome. It aims to collect users' data, including their browser's default homepage [6] . RAPPOR obfuscates the user-side local data by using a randomized response mechanism [38] as follows: Let user data L be a fixed-length bit sequence in which L v denotes the v-th bit of L. The first step of RAPPOR is to perturb each bit of L by using a randomized response as follows:
Here, f is a system parameter that controls the level of guaranteed privacy. The next step is to add another randomness by perturbing each bit in U as follows:
Here, P(S v = 1) denotes the probability of setting the v-th bit in S, which is decided by system parameter q (or p) and the value of U v . According to RAPPOR, the above random encoding method satisfies the -differential privacy guarantee. The data contributor sends the noised S to the data collector who is then able to infer population statistics based on the data set collected by LDP.
V. LDP-BASED INDOOR POSITIONING DATA COLLECTION
In this section, we describe the method of collecting customers' indoor positioning data by leveraging LDP. The proposed approach consists of two components: the customer device and the data collection server.
A. CUSTOMER DEVICE SIDE
As described in Section III, we assume that each beacon, b t ∈ B, is associated with the point of interest, i t ∈ PS. Based on this assumption, we estimate the indoor location of a customer using a beacon-based approach as follows: Received signal strength indicators from beacons in B are measured and sorted in descending order, and the beacon ID with the strongest signal is selected as the current indoor position of a customer. Let us assume that t(1 ≤ t ≤ n) is the ID of a beacon whose received signal strength is strongest. Then, the customer's current indoor position is represented as a bit sequence, L, of length n as follows:
In other words, bit sequence L is defined such that the bit corresponding to the beacon ID with the strongest signal is set to 1, whereas the others are set to 0.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo-Code for a Customer Device Side Implementation input: Total privacy budget total , Privacy budget , Customer mobile device ID cid
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code for the customer device side, which is charged with reporting the customer's local data to the data collection server by using the RAPPOR mechanism described in Subsection IV-B. The inputs to the algorithm are the total available privacy budget, total , the privacy budget, , consumed by reporting each local data to the data collection server, and a unique customer mobile device ID, cid. In line 1, given a unique customer mobile device ID, the encrypted ID, id enc , is obtained by using the randomized encryption scheme. We note that instead of the original ID, the algorithm uses the encrypted ID in the subsequent steps, and thus the customer's anonymity is guaranteed, because the data collector cannot know the original ID. consumed , denoting the currently consumed privacy budget, and L p , representing the previous indoor location of the customer, are initialized respectively in lines 2 and 3.
A customer indoor location data can be periodically sent to the data collector server either at fixed time intervals or when a customer moves from one location to another, depending on the privacy requirements of customers as well as the data collector's needs. In Algorithm 1, we consider the case where a customer indoor location data is sent to the data collector server when a customer moves from one location to another (line 6). The algorithm computes the noisy bit sequence, S, based on the RAPPOR mechanism described in Subsection IV-B and directly sends id enc and S to the data collection server (lines 7 and 8). Here, the privacy budget, , is consumed in order to obtain the noisy bit sequence, S, by perturbing the original bit sequence, L c . Then, the consumed privacy budget, consumed , is incremented by and the previous indoor location of the customer, L p , is updated with the current one L c (lines 9 and 10). This process is repeated until there is no available privacy budget (line 4), meeting the sequential composition property of LDP. We note that the proposed approach in this paper trades off privacy for accuracy. That is, if a high privacy level is required, a large amount of random noise is added to a customer's location data by Algorithm 1, which results in low accuracy in estimating the location of customer. On the other hand, if a low privacy level is required, Algorithm 1 adds a small amount of random noise to a customer's location data, resulting in high accuracy in the estimation of the customer's location. Once a data collection server receives a customer's indoor location data from a customer device, it stores the data into a database for future analysis (Algorithm 2). Let R data (id, l p , l c , time) be a table in the database where id corresponds to a unique user ID, l p is a previous indoor location, l c is a current indoor location, and time denotes a current timestamp. Upon receiving the indoor location data consisting of a pair of S and id enc , the data collection server first checks whether this is the case of either a new customer entering the indoor space or an existing one (line 2). The function getRecord(id enc ) returns a null value, if there is no matching record whose attribute id has the value id enc . Otherwise, it returns the most recently inserted record whose attribute id has the value id enc . We also note that the B + tree index can be used to support an efficient lookup on the attribute id.
In line 3-4, if rec is NULL (the case of a new customer entering the indoor space), a record corresponding to (id enc , NULL, S, time_cur) is inserted into the table, R data . Note that in this case, the previous position (i.e., l p ) is set to NULL, because this is case of a new customer. Otherwise, in the case of an existing customer, a record corresponding to (id enc , rec.l c , S, time_cur) is inserted into R data in line 7. We note that in this case, the value of the attribute l p , which denotes a previous indoor location of the customer whose id corresponds to id enc , is set to that of the attribute l c of rec which is the most recently reported indoor position of the same customer.
VI. COMPUTING TOP-k ROUTES BASED ON INDOOR POSITIONING DATA COLLECTION
In this section, we describe the proposed algorithm to effectively compute top-k routes based on the collection of indoor positioning data set collected by LDP. We first present the method to estimate the transition probability defined in Section III, and then introduce the method to find top-k routes by using the transition probability.
A. ESTIMATING TRANSITION PROBABILITY BETWEEN TWO NEIGHBORING POINTS
Let us consider two neighboring points, i a and i b . Given the point of interest, i a , let x a be the corresponding representation of the bit sequence, L, of length n. That is, the a-th bit of x a is set to 1, and the others are set to 0. Similarly, x b is defined. Let us further assume there are u records, r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r u , in the table R data (id, l p , l c , time) of the data collection server. Then, given the h-th record, r h (where 1 ≤ h ≤ u), the probability that the values of the attributes l p and l c of the record r h is generated from x a (= L p ) and x b (= L c ) respectively by the method described in Section V is computed by Bayes' theorem as follows:
where n represents the number of points of interest and p ab denotes the joint probability
. In this subsection, we estimate the transition probability based on the above equation: 1) Firstly, based on the collection of records, r 1 , r 2 , · · · , r u , in table R data of the data collection server, we compute the joint probability P(L p = x a , L c = x b ) for each combination of 1 ≤ a ≤ n and 1 ≤ b ≤ n by using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. 2) Then, we compute the transition probability by using joint probabilities obtained in the previous step. We now explain each of these two steps in detail.
Step 1: Since in the RAPPOR approach, r h .l p and r h .l c are independently generated from L p = x a and L c = x b , the conditional probability is rewritten as follows:
Then, the conditional probability P(r h .l p |L p = x a ) which denotes the probability that the noised data, r h .l p , is generated from the original one, L p = x a , by the RAPPOR approach can be computed by using the similar approach in [7] and [12] : Based on the first-and the second steps in Subsection IV-B, given L p w = 1 (i.e., the w-th bit of L p equals to 1), the probabilities that the w-th bit of S sets to 1 and 0 are respectively computed as follows
Similarly, given L p w = 0, the probabilities that the w-th bit of S sets to 1 and 0 are respectively computed as follows
As described in Subsection V, the values of the attribute, r h .l p , corresponds to the noised bit sequence, S, received from the customer device. Let r h .l p w be the value of the w-th bit of r h .l p (i.e., r h .l p w = 0 or r h .l p w = 1). Then, given L p = x a (i.e., the a-th bit of L p is set to 1 and the others are set to 0), the conditional probability P(r h .l p |L p = x a ) is computed as follows: 
The EM algorithm that computes the joint probability P(L p = x a , L c = x b ) proceeds as follows: 1) Initialization: The initial parameter θ a,b (0) is specified for each combination of 1 ≤ a ≤ n and 1 ≤ b ≤ n:
Here, the value of β is determined such that n v=1 n w=1 θ (0) v,w = 1. As we assume that customers located at a specific point can next move to one of several neighbor points in Section III, the value of θ
, which corresponds to the posterior probability, is computed using the current parameter
, where 1 ≤ v ≤ n and 1 ≤ w ≤ n, is computed as explained earlier.
3) M -step: The parameter, θ a,b , is updated as follows:
a,b ) u Note that, as stated earlier, u is the number of records in the table R data of the data collection server, which corresponds to the total number of indoor positioning data received from customer devices. 4) Iteration: Step 2 and 3 are repeated until the changes in parameters are within a predefined threshold as follows:
Step 2: Once parameter θ a,b (t+1) (which represents the joint probability P(L p = x a , L c = x b )) for each combination of 1 ≤ a ≤ n and 1 ≤ b ≤ n is computed, the transition probability, p(i a → i b ), that denotes the probability that customers who are currently located at i a are likely to next move to i b is estimated as follows:
We also note that as described earlier, the transition probability between two non-neighboring points are defined as 0.
B. COMPUTING TOP-k ROUTES
In this subsection, we first expand the transition probability between two neighboring points presented in Subsection VI-A to obtain the transition probability via a route, and then introduce the approach to effectively compute the top-k routes between any two points.
1) TRANSITION PROBABILITY VIA A ROUTE
Once for each combination of 1 ≤ a ≤ n and 1 ≤ b ≤ n, the transition probability between two neighboring points, p(i a → i b ), is identified, we can compute the transition probability via a route. Given a starting point i s , an ending point i e , and a route rt ∈ RT m , the transition probability that customers who are currently located at i s are likely to move to i e via the route rt
In other words, the transition probability via a route is obtained by multiplying all the transition probabilities between two neighboring points present in the route.
2) COMPUTATION OF TOP-k ROUTES ON TOP OF DBMS
Once the transition probability via a route is defined, the next step in the process is to find the top-k routes between two points. Although there are several ways to solve this problem, in this paper, we develop the top-k route computation method built atop commercial database management systems (DBMS), which are commonly used for data management and analysis purposes. Let R tp (l p , l c , prob, path, len) be a table in the database that stores the transition probability data set obtained in Subsection VI-A. Here, l p and l c represent previous and current indoor locations respectively. prob denotes the transition probability, path represents the path from l p to l c , and len corresponds to the length of route. Given the transition probability between two neighboring points, p(i a → i b ), for each combination of 1 ≤ a ≤ n and 1 1) is inserted in the table R tp . Note that in this case the value of len is always set to 1, because the length between two neighboring points corresponds to 1. Furthermore, since i a and i b are adjacent to each other, the value of path is set to the string value ''i a → i b ''.
Most commercial DBMSs, such as IBM DB2 [39] , Oracle [40] , and Teradata [41] , support recursive query that was first introduced as part of SQL-1999. Recursive query is usefully exploited in diverse applications, such as in a bill of materials, flight and train scheduling to find transportation paths between cities and social network data analysis. Our top-k route computation problem is also effectively solved by leveraging a recursive query in a DBMS.
Given starting point i a and ending point i b , and the maximum route length m and the value of k, specified by a user, the SQL for finding top-k routes from i a to i b is shown in Figure 2 . 1 The recursive query in Figure 2 consists of two phases: the WITH clause that defines an inline view (lines [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and the main query against the inline view to find top-k routes (lines [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In the WITH clause, a seed query (lines 2-4) and a recursive query (lines 6-13) are connected by a UNION ALL operator. The seed query, which is initially executed one time, selects all tuples in R tp whose l p corresponds to the starting point i a , and inserts them into the view R route . Then, the recursive query repeatedly performs the join operation between R tp and R route , based on the join conditions in the WHERE clause, and inserts the results to R route . Note that the purpose of the WITH clause is to incrementally find all destination points that are reachable from the starting point i a (specified by the condition in line 4) within m steps (specified by the condition in line 13). Furthermore, in line 8, the transition probability via a route is computed by multiplying R route .prob and R tp .prob, which is identical to sequentially multiplying all the transition probabilities between two neighboring points present in the route.
After the recursive phase is finished, the main query first computes the derived relation, R derived , that holds tuples satisfying that the values of l p and l c correspond to starting point i a and ending point i b respectively (lines [16] [17] [18] [19] . Additionally, tuples in the derived relation are sorted by descending order according to their values in prob. Finally, the first k tuples, which correspond to the top-k routes from i a to i b , are selected at line 20.
Example 2: Let us consider the example in Figure 3 . Four points of interest and the corresponding transition probability between neighboring points are shown in Figure 3(a) and (b) . We consider the task to find the top-1 route from i a to i b with a maximum route length of 2 (i.e., k = 1, m = 2). Figure 3(c) shows the status of R route after performing the seed query in the WITH clause. As can be seen in the figure, R route contains tuples whose l p attribute value matches the starting point i a . After performing the first recursive query, new tuples which correspond to routes with a length of 2 are inserted into R route (Figure 3(d) ). After the second iteration, no tuple is inserted into R route because there is no result tuple satisfying len ≤ 2, and thus, we can stop iteration. After finishing the WITH clause, two tuples, highlighted in yellow in Figure 3(d) , satisfy that both l p and l c match starting point i a and ending point i b . Between them, the tuple having the highest value of prob is returned to a user.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS
In this section, we describe the experiments carried out to evaluate the method introduced in this paper.
A. EXPERIMENTAL WITH SYNTHETIC DATA
We first evaluated the proposed approach using synthetic data sets. For our experiments, we generated synthetic indoor positioning data sets as follows: We considered a scenario where there were 30 points of interest in the indoor space. We further assumed that, given a point, the number of its neighbors is 4, implying that a customer who is currently located at a specific point can next move to one of its four neighbor points. Given a point and its corresponding neighbor points, the true transition probability between two neighboring points was determined such that the relative ratio between the highest and the second-highest (the second highest and the third highest, etc.) probabilities is randomly selected between 1.5 and 2. For our experiments, we generated three different sizes of indoor positioning data: 500,000 (0.5M), 2,000,000 (2M), and 8,000,000 (8M).
The value of (f , p, q) in Subsection IV-B vary among (0.2, 0.35, 0.65), (0.2, 0.4, 0.6) and (0.2, 0.45, 0.55), which respectively corresponds to the privacy budget = 0.97, = 0.65 and = 0.32 in Algorithm 1.
1) EVALUATION OF TRANSITION PROBABILITY
Before reporting the top-k route computation results, we first evaluate the approach to compute the transition probability between two neighboring points. To evaluate the effectiveness of the presented method in Subsection VI-A, we use the average error rate:
• n is the number of points of interest,
• p(i v → i w ) act corresponds to the actual transition probability from i v to i w ,
• p(i v → i w ) est denotes the estimated transition probability based on the approach presented in Subsection VI-A, and
• NUM non_zero denotes the total number of pairs, i v and i w (where 1 ≤ v ≤ n and 1 ≤ w ≤ n), satisfying that p(i v → i w ) act is greater than 0. Table 1 shows the average error rates for varying data sizes. In this experiment, is set to 0.65, while data size varies from 0.5M to 8M. As can be seen in the table, the average error rate decreases as the number of collected data sizes increases. This implies that as more and more data is collected from customers, the estimation accuracy is getting higher. Table 2 shows the average error rates for varying the privacy budget . In this experiment, data size is fixed to 8M, while varies from 0.32 to 0.97. As decreases (which implies that the random noise added by Algorithm 1 increases), the average error rate increases. In order to further investigate the effects of collected data size on the estimation accuracy, we plot the transition probability in descending order of p(i v → i w ) act for varying data size in Figure 4 . Note that as described earlier, p(i v → i w ) act is obtained from the original (unnoised) datasets for comparison purposes. In this experiment, data size varies from 0.5M to 8M, while the value of is set to 0.65. As can be seen in the figure, as the collected data size increases, the estimated transition probabilities (orange-colored plot in Figure 4 ) obtained with the approach described in Subsection VI-A get closer to the actual ones (blue-colored plot in Figure 4) . With a 0.5M collected data set, we cannot achieve a good estimation on the transition probability, because sufficient data is not collected from customers. On the other hand, with a 8M collected data set, the approach in Subsection VI-A gives fairly good estimation of the transition probability. This experiment result indicates that the proposed method well-exploits the collected data set. In Figure 5 , we also plot the transition probability in descending order of p(i v → i w ) act for varying to study the effects of the privacy budget, , on the estimation accuracy. In this experiment, the value of varies from 0.32 to 0.97, while data size is set to 8M. As can be seen in the figure, as increases, the estimated transition probabilities (orangecolored plot in Figure 5 ) become close to the actual ones (blue-colored plot in Figure 5 ). This is because, as the privacy budget increases, noises added by a customer's device side decrease, and thus the level of privacy decreases. This, in turn, results in increased estimation accuracy at the data collection server side. On the other hand, as the privacy budget decreases, the level of privacy increases, because more noise is added to original data, which results in decreased estimation accuracy at the data collection server side.
2) EVALUATION OF TOP-k ROUTE COMPUTATION
In this subsection, we evaluate the proposed top-k route computation method. To evaluate the effectiveness of the VOLUME 6, 2018 proposed method, we use the average precision:
Here, Res act represents the actual top-k result sets, whereas Res est corresponds to the estimated top-k result sets (obtained by our proposed method), based on the indoor positioning data sets collected in an LDP-compliant manner.
In this subsection, we report average precisions with varying parameters:
• Starting and ending points of interest in an indoor space are selected, such that the length of the shortest route connecting them (denoted hereinafter as len srt ) varies from 3 to 10.
• Given starting and ending points, the value of k varies such that among all routes connecting them (whose length is less than or equal to m), 1%, 0.5%, and 0.25% of routes having the highest transition probability are selected.
• Given starting and ending points, and their corresponding len srt , the value of m in Subsection III is set to (len srt + 5). Note that the parameter, m, indeed controls the upper bound on the length of the longest routes that can be included in the top-k result set. For each len srt , we randomly generate five pairs of the starting and the ending points, and the precisions reported in the experiment are the averages of five cases Figures 6 and 7 show the average precisions, for varying len srt and k. Key observations based on the figures can be summarized as follows:
• In Figure 6 , len srt varies from 3 to 10, while the values of m and k are fixed to (len srt + 5) and 0.5% respectively. As the length of the shortest route decreases, the precisions increase. Furthermore, as the number of data and the privacy budget, , increase, the precision of top-k results shows an increasing trend. This is because as the number of data and the privacy budget increase, the estimated transition probabilities becomes close to the actual ones, which in turn results in the increased precision of top-k results.
• In Figure 7 , the value of k varies among 1%, 0.5%, and 0.25%, and len srt and m are set to 5 and (len srt + 5) respectively. As can be seen in the figure, the precision has a slightly increasing tendency when the value of k decreases.
The experimental results in Figures 6 and 7 consistently show that as the number of collected data sizes increase, the precision has an increasing tendency. This indicates that our proposed method well-exploits the collected data set. Thus, if enough sufficient data is collected, a good estimation of top-k routes can be achieved with the proposed method. Finally, in Figure 8 , we investigate the distribution of topk routes correctly detected by the proposed approach. Here, len srt , m, and k are set to 8, len srt + 5, and 0.5% respectively. In the experiment, the 8M dataset is used. In this figure, the x-axis represents the actual top-k routes, sorted from left to right per their transition probabilities in descending order. The y-axis corresponds to the transition probabilities. In the figure, the top-k routes detected by the proposed approach are marked in black, whereas the others are represented in white. As can be seen in the figure, most routes of higher rank are correctly detected by the proposed approach, whereas most erroneous misses are observed with routes of lower rank. This implies that the proposed approach can be well-applied to real-world applications, where most users are interested in finding a few results having the higher rank.
B. EXPERIMENTAL WITH REAL DATA
In this subsection, we evaluate the usefulness of the proposed method by using the T-Drive dataset [42] which contains one-week trajectories of 10,357 Beijing taxis. This data consists of ID, time, longitude and latitude. Because the T-Drive dataset was collected in outdoor environments, we cannot directly use this dataset to evaluate the proposed method. For our evaluations, we adapted this data into our problem: we first generated 100 points of interest by segmenting the geographic region, which can be obtained from longitude and latitude information, into a 10 × 10 square of grids. Then, we VOLUME 6, 2018 collected 1,579,161 positioning data by tracing the movement of taxis among points of interest. In the experiments, f , p and q are set to 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 respectively, which provides = 0.65 differential privacy. In Figure 9 , we plot the transition probability in descending order of p(i v → i w ) act . As can be seen in the figure, the proposed approach gives good estimation of the transition probability with the real dataset. Figure 10 shows the average precisions for varying len srt with real dataset. In this experiment, len srt varies from 5 to 10, while the values of m and k are fixed to (len srt + 5) and 1% respectively. As can be seen in the figure, a reasonable accuracy of the top-k route results can be obtained by the proposed approach. The experiment results with real data set verify that the proposed approach in this paper can effectively compute top-k routes between two points by leveraging the positioning data sets collected in an LDP manner. Figure 11 shows a screenshot of the developed Java application, which computes the top-k routes between two points in the indoor environment by leveraging the proposed approach of this paper. This application is implemented using Java version 1.8 and Oracle Database 11g. As can be seen in the figure, the developed application consists of three parts. The top frame shows the floor plan and a set of points of interest in an indoor space. In the middle frame, a user can enter starting and ending points and the desired values of top-k and route length (i.e., m). Once the user clicks the submit button, the bottom frame shows the top-k routes computed using the proposed approach in this paper.
C. APPLICATION IMPLEMENTATION

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a novel approach for privacypreserving computation of the top-k routes between two points in indoor environments. We first developed a method to collect customers' indoor positioning information by leveraging LDP, and then we introduced an effective approach to compute the top-k routes based on the indoor positioning data sets collected in an LDP-compliant manner. Experimental results showed that the proposed technique well-exploits the indoor positioning data collected in an LDP-compliant manner. Additionally, a good estimation of top-k routes can be achieved with the proposed method and a large data set.
For future work, we are planning to extend the framework presented in this paper in two directions. First, we will extend the method for computing the transition probability in order to support personalized top-k route recommendation for each user. Second, we will extend the proposed data collection framework such that various indoor localization algorithms can be used with the proposed framework.
